Dear Patricia,

This progress report focuses on your overall performance for the unit lesson on *Number the Stars*. I am very satisfied with your hard work and effort during this unit. You received 30/30 on the test, 40/40 on your poem, 20/20 on your presentation and 10/10 for listening and participation. The poem you created on Anne Marie was well written and very imaginative. I was extremely impressed with the presentation of your poem and I enjoyed how your skit about Anne Marie. Thank you for being a dedicated listener and participating in our class group conversation. I am pleased to inform you, that you have received an overall grade average of 100%! Keep up the good work!

Thank You,
Miss Hunt

Dear Mr. & Mrs. DiNiro,

This is a progress report to inform you of your daughter, Patricia’s performance on the unit *Number the Stars*. Patricia has worked very hard and has improved her overall grade average by fifteen points! Patricia completely understands this unit. Patricia received 30/30 on the test, 40/40 on her written poem, a 20/20 on her oral presentation and was an active participant for discussion about these poems and the book. I can see Patricia’s dedication this month and I am so very proud of her achievements.

Thank You,
Miss Hunt
Dear Joshua,

This is a progress report to inform you of your overall performance on the unit *Number the Stars*. You seem to grasp what we have been studying during this unit, but do not seem overly devoted to your work. I am proud of your test grade and of your written poem. Your poem about Peter was detailed and captivating. I am a little bit concerned with your presentation and your participation. Your presentation was not well planned because you lacked the use of a media component. For our next class discussion, I would like you to express your feelings about the unit. You received a 30/30 on the test, a 40/40 on your poem, 10/20 on your presentation and 5/10 for participation. You have received an overall grade of an 85% for this unit. Keep working hard!

Thank You,
Miss Hunt

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Stalinski,

This progress report is to inform you of your son, Joshua’s overall performance on this months unit *Number the Stars*. I feel that Joshua knows the material, but is not overly dedicated to his work. Joshua’s overall grade has dropped by 8 points. He seems to understand concepts and main ideas, but does not put in enough effort for presentations or participation. Joshua received a 30/30 on the test, a 40/40 on his poem, 10/20 on his presentation and 5/10 for participation, leaving him with an overall grade of 85%. I know he is usually committed to his work so; I am a little bit concerned about his
effort this month. I will promote Joshua to work harder in the classroom, and I would appreciate if you could observe his work habits at home as well.

Thank You,
Miss Hunt

Dear Nicole,

5/7/02

This progress report is to inform you of your overall performance for this month’s unit on *Number the Stars*. I am very concerned with your abilities this month. It seems, that you are confused with the main themes of the story and unsure of how to write poems. You did not do very well this month and I have not seen an improvement in any of your work. You have done poorly on all of the assignments this month. You received a 15/30 on the test, 20/40 on the poem, 5/20 for the presentation and 0/10 for participation, leaving you with an average of 40%. We need to set up a conference to discuss these grades, and discuss some extra credit options. I know that you are capable of doing better and this is not your best effort. Please see me by Wednesday morning.

Thank You,
Miss Hunt

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Totman,

5/7/02

This progress report is to notify you of your daughter Nicole’s development this month on the unit *Number the Stars*. I am very concerned with Nicole’s work this month. Nicole is a bright young lady, who has the aptitude to do very well with academics. I am
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alarmed at this severe drop in grades, because Nicole usually does very well. I have been observing Nicole for one month now, and she has been quite inattentive. Nicole received a 15/30 on the test, 20/40 on her poem, 5/20 for her presentation and 0/10 for participation. I am not sure if Nicole has given up on studying or if something is troubling her. I would like to speak to both of you and Nicole. I feel we both need to discuss some adjustments and some new learning strategies. Please contact me this week at 487-9990.

Thank You,
Miss Hunt